How do you want
to work in future?

Online configurator :
www.jorns.ch/jb-en

Configure your own JB:
Bending length: 3.2 to 12.2 m
Bending capacity: sheet metal up to 3 mm
Options: control system, back stop system, shears and much more

Precise stop points
for parallel and
tapered profiles

Bending tool with a “G”
geometry offers
extra open space

Freer.

Intuitive graphic
control system
for easy operation
Individual closing dimension for each arm for
precise open hems

Dynamic crowning for
maximum angular accuracy
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With the Jorns JB bending machine:
graphically controlled and inspiring
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Benefit from the open space offered by the semi-automatic, graphically
controlled Jorns JB bending machine. At the end of the day, you save time.
Time you can use for greater freedom in your project. Any ideas?
The area behind the clamping tool
offers above-average open space,
letting you manufacture bending
profiles extremely efficiently. The use
of servo-technology and the back stop
fingers that can be moved freely on

the sides guarantee maximum precision and flexibility to bend parallel,
tapered or overlapped profiles.
Complete with the latest control
technology and intuitive graphic
programming.
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Shears
Slitting capacity:
steel up to 3 mm thick
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Online configurator :
www.jorns.ch/jdb-en

Configure your own JDB:
Bending length: 3.2 to 12.2 m
Bending capacity: sheet metal up to 3 mm
Options: control system, back stop system, shears and much more

Bending tool
with a “G”
geometry offers
extra open space

Faster.

Individual closing
dimension for each arm for
precise open hems

Automatic
clamping fingers
for maximum
productivity

Automatic loading
and unloading system
for maximum
efficiency

Intuitive graphic
control system
for easy operation

With the Jorns JDB double bending machine:
graphically controlled and adrenalin-driven
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As several parallel, tapered or overlapped profiles can be bent simultaneously, the fully
automatic, graphically controlled Jorns JDB double bending machine will speed your
projects up. You are better equipped from the start and have the prospect of achieving
even greater things. Heart skipped a beat?
The simultaneous bending of complex
profiles poses no problem for the JDB
because multitasking is a given on this
machine. The area behind the clamping tool
offers above-average open space: you can
produce bending profiles without turning
them around or over.

The use of servo-technology, the automatic
loading and unloading table as well as the
individually driven clamping fingers allow
maximum precision and flexibility. Complete with the latest control technology and
intuitive graphic programming.
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Shears
Slitting up to
2000 mm / s
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More flexible.

How we work:

Highly motivated
Exceptionally flexible
Innovative

Thanks to the unique
Jorns profile applications
Up your profile.

We are Jorns AG.

Power of Flexibility.

Form follows Function.

You have to learn how to bend and cut properly
yourself. But some special work can only
be performed by our bending machines.

Our specialities are bending and double
bending machines as well as accessories for
processing sheet metal. We have been developing and building these since 1973 – in Swiss
quality.

We live our motto every single day. We always
branch out onto new paths, thinking ahead,
developing ourselves and our products to be
able to cope with the future. At eye level and
with an open ear for our customers and the
market.

We are flexible, that’s true. But there’s one
thing where we are unbending: functionality.
We are only interested in the greatest precision and maximum efficiency here. Which is
how our machines have become faster.

We will gladly check the feasibility
of your profiles.
Phone +41 62 919 80 50
info@jorns.ch

And the design?
See for yourself:
www.jorns.ch/en

The future belongs
to the bold!

Together we can create
a world of halls and roofs
Your vision …

… made tangible:

Are you a forward-looking and
enthusiastic manufacturer of roof and
wall profiles? We want to help you
get ahead with your special requirements – and thus speed up your
projects. To do so, we employ all of
our expertise, great flexibility and
passion as a Swiss manufacturer of
sheet metalworking machines.

With the online configurator. Define
your very own Jorns JB bending
machine or Jorns JDB double bending
machine according to your needs and
wishes.
You can find our configurator on our
website. Or simply scan the QR codes
in this brochure.
We are looking forward to hearing
from you.

Jorns AG Kirchgasse 12, 4932 Lotzwil, Switzerland
Phone +41 62 919 80 50, Fax +41 62 919 80 69, info@jorns.ch
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